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ABSTRACT
A sonar equation for finite amplitude (nonlinear) sound propagation has been derived, for backscattering from a single target in the
far field. From this equation, power budget equations for finite amplitude sound propagation have been derived, for backscattering
from single and multiple targets in the far field, giving expressions for measurement of the backscattering cross section (single target
backscattering) and the volume backscattering coefficient (multiple target backscattering), using echosounders with source levels that
cause finite amplitude propagation of the transmitted signals. These equations extend, and may replace, the conventional sonar and
power budget equations applicable to small-amplitude (linear) sound propagation, used in underwater acoustics, sonar, fishery
acoustics, etc. The results presented are considered to be valid under relatively general and relevant conditions for scattering from
single and multiple targets located in the far field, subject to finite amplitude transmitted (incident) waves.
By applying these power budget equations to fishery acoustics, nonlinearity correction factors for finite amplitude sound
propagation effects (nonlinear attenuation) in abundance estimation of marine resources have been derived. Two calibration
scenarios are addressed: without and with finite amplitude effects during on-ship calibration of the echosounder transducer using e.g.
an elastic sphere. The theory thus accounts for finite amplitude effects in field operation as well as possible finite amplitude effects
in echosounder calibration. The nonlinearity correction factor is relevant in abundance estimation methods employing frequencies in
the range of 100 kHz and above (and possibly below, depending on power level), such as e.g. species identification and zooplankton
estimation. The factor may be used to correct measured volume backscattering coefficients used in abundance estimation, for cases
in which the employed echosounder power levels are, or have been, so high that finite amplitude sound propagation effects are
influent.
The expressions given here correspond to the ad hoc expressions proposed and used in [14] to correct for finite amplitude
(nonlinear) sound propagation effects. Thus, a theoretical basis for these previously proposed ad hoc nonlinearity correction factors
in fisheries acoustics has been established.

1. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic methods for estimating fish stock abundance have been in regular use for several decades [1-3], and
constitute a key element in national and international regulations of marine resources, such as fish,
zooplankton, etc. The abundance measurement is based on echo integration [4,5], supported by biological
samples [2]. The methods rely on calibrated echosounders [6,7] operating at frequencies typically in the
range 18 to 200 kHz, and even higher in some applications.
The methods used today rely on an assumption of small-amplitude (linear) sound propagation,
i.e. that no finite amplitude (nonlinear) effects are influent in propagation of sound through seawater. For
typical operational electrical power levels, say a few hundred Watts up to about 2 kW, the assumption of
small-amplitude (linear) sound propagation seems to be reasonably good in the lower end of the operational
frequency range, such as at 18 and 38 kHz. Finite amplitude effects increase however with increasing
frequency, and for frequencies of 100 kHz and above, effects of nonlinearity seem to become significant
even at electrical power levels in the range of 100 W and upwards [8-14].
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Over the last decade, new and promising methods for abundance estimation have been taken
into use, such as species determination using multifrequency methods [15]. Echosounder frequencies up to
200 kHz and higher are used. The method relies on the relative frequency response of the volumetric
backscattering coefficient, relative to e.g. the 38 kHz component. Large errors in one or several frequency
components may cause erroneous interpretation, when comparing with the “relative frequency response
signature” of candidate species. Zooplankton acoustics may also benefit from correction of data at the 120
and 200 kHz operational frequencies.
Recent work has shown that finite amplitude effects may cause errors in measurements of the
volume backscattering coefficient at the high echosounder operational frequencies, such as 100 kHz and
above, for typical operational power levels used in abundance estimation [8-14]. If not avoided or corrected
for, finite amplitude effects may thus cause problems e.g. for species identification and zooplankton
estimation.
A method to estimate such finite amplitude errors and correct for them, has been proposed in
[14]. The method was based on (1) an ad hoc extension of the conventional power budget equation valid
under conditions of small-amplitude (linear) sound propagation [16,17,14] (giving the volume backscattering
coefficient for multiple-target backscattering) to conditions of finite amplitude (nonlinear) sound
propagation, and (2) an ad hoc introduction and use of nonlinearity correction factors, for multiplication with
the volume backscattering coefficient measured and calculated under assumptions of small-amplitude
(linear) sound propagation. The correction method proposed in [14] and the calculations presented therein,
were thus introduced ad hoc, and not derived from an acoustic model for finite amplitude sound propagation.
The objective of the present paper is twofold; (a) to derive expressions for acoustic
backscattering from single and multiple targets (giving the backscattering cross section and the volume
backscattering coefficient, respectively) under conditions of a finite amplitude transmitted sound pressure
wave (hereafter referred to as the incident wave), and (b) use of these more general backscattering results to
develop nonlinearity correction factors for applications in fisheries acoustics, such as for abundance
estimation of fish and zooplankton, species identification, etc. This includes giving a theoretical basis for the
ad hoc expressions proposed and used in [14] to correct for finite amplitude (nonlinear) sound propagation
effects in fisheries acoustics.
In Section 2 an expression is presented for backscattering from a single target in the far field,
valid under conditions of finite amplitude incident wave. This expression can equivalently be formulated as a
generalization of the classical sonar equation for small-amplitude (linear) sound propagation, to conditions of
finite amplitude (nonlinear) sound propagation. On this basis, power budget equations are presented for
backscattering from a single and multiple targets in the far field, under conditions of finite amplitude incident
wave. In Section 3 these expressions are used to establish nonlinearity correction factors for abundance
estimation in fisheries acoustics. A brief discussion is given in Section 4, and conclusions stated in Section
5.
Note that only an outline of the theory is given here, stating the main assumptions and the
theoretical results. For the more detailed mathematical derivations, and further details on the interpretation
of the results, including consistency with the conventional theory for small-amplitude (linear) sound
propagation, it is referred to [18,19]. Examples of calculation results are given in [14], and are not repeated
here.

2. SONAR AND POWER BUDGET EQUATIONS FOR FINITE AMPLITUDE SOUND
Expressions for backscattering from a single target under conditions of finite amplitude sound propagation
are presented first (Section 2.1), serving as basis for volume backscattering results under such conditions
(Section 2.2). The results presented are considered to be valid under relatively general and relevant
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conditions for scattering from single and multiple targets located in the far field, subject to finite amplitude
incident waves. Such conditions are described below, and summarized in Section 5.
2.1. Single-target backscattering
First, consider a transmitting electro-acoustic transducer, radiating acoustic waves into a homogeneous fluid
medium. The waves are scattered by a single non-moving object (target) of arbitrary shape, located at
arbitrary position in the far field of the transducer, where far field here refers to small-amplitude (linear)
sound propagation conditions. The backscattered waves are received by the same transducer. The
transducer and the associated transmit and receive electronics are assumed to behave linearly.

Fig. 1. Sketch of the acoustic system for single-target backscattering, with an electro-acoustic transducer operating as transmitter and
receiver of ultrasound, acoustic backscattering from a single scattering object (target) at arbitrary location in the transducers’s
farfield in a homogeneous fluid medium, and the two spherical coordinate systems 1 and 2 used for the transmitted and
scattered sound wave fields, respectively.

Two spherical coordinate systems are used to describe the electro-acoustic system, cf. Fig. 1.
The origin of coordinate system no. 1 used for the transmitted wave field (with coordinates r  (r ,  ,  ) ) is
located at the centre of the front face of the transducer, with   0,   ,   0,2  . The z axis (     0 ) is
taken along the transducer’s acoustic axis. Coordinate system no. 2 used for the scattered wave field (with
coordinates r '  (r ' , ' ,  ' ) ) is parallel to coordinated system no. 1, with origin located at the centre of the
target, and  ' 0,   ,  ' 0,2  .
Finite amplitude sound propagation effects will mainly affect the transmitted, forward-radiated
sound pressure wave (here referred to as the incident sound wave). For the backscattered wave the amplitude
is, - without much loss of generality in the present application of fisheries acoustics, assumed to be so small
that nonlinear attenuation can be neglected. Under these assumptions, and for ranges r in the far field of the
transmitting transducer, the fundamental component of the finite-amplitude incident pressure wave (at
angular frequency  ), pin , and the same frequency component of the scattered pressure wave, ps , can be
modeled as (using bold-face letters for complex quantities, underline for vector quantities, subscripts “i” and
“s” for the incident and scattered waves, respectively, and superscript “n” for quantities subject to finite
amplitude (nonlinear) sound propagation effects)
pin (r ,  ,  , t )  Pi n (r ,  ,  )  e

i ( t  k  r )

,

ps (r ' , ' , ' , t )  Ps (r ' , ' , ' )  ei (t  k  r ') ,

Ai r n
 e  C i (r )  Bin (r , ,  ) ,
r
A
Ps (r ' , ' , ' )  s  e r '  Bs ( ' , ' ) ,
r'

Pi n (r , ,  ) 

(1)
(2)
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respectively, where Pin and Ps are the sound pressure amplitudes, Ai and As are amplitude constants (in
space), and

Bin ( r , ,  ) 

Pi n (r , ,  )
,
Pi n (r ,0,0)

Bs ( ' , ' ) 

Ps (r ' , ' , ' )
Ps (r ' ,0,0)

(3)

are the beam patterns of the incident and scattered sound pressure waves, respectively. Pin (r ,0,0) is the axial
sound pressure amplitude of the incident finite amplitude sound field (along the z axis). Ps (r ' ,0,0) is the
sound pressure amplitude along the z’ axis, for the scattered sound field. k  k e k is the acoustic wave number
vector, k   c0 is the acoustic wavenumber,   2f is the angular frequency, f is the frequency, c0 is the
small-signal sound velocity of the fluid, and  is the acoustic absorption coefficient of the fluid.
The use of Ps (r ' ,0,0) as the normalization pressure amplitude in the expression for Bs ( ' ,  ' )
given by Eq. (3), may need a comment, since the z’ axis (the normalization direction) is not necessarily the
direction of maximum scattering. This approach has been chosen for convenience and without loss of
generality, since the results presented in the following can be shown to be independent of the choice of
normalization direction for Bs ( ' ,  ' ) [18].
It is noted that Bin (r ,  ,  ) is range dependent, whereas Bs ( ' ,  ' ) is not. This is due to the finite
amplitude of the incident pressure wave, with flattening of the beam pattern relative to the corresponding
small-amplitude (linear) sound wave, which changes with distance from the transducer [20,14]. Under
conditions of small-amplitude (linear) sound propagation, Bin (r , ,  ) reduces to its range-independent linear
counterpart, Bi ( ,  ) [18].
In Eq. (1), the axial finite-amplitude factor of the incident pressure wave is defined as [18]

C in (r ) 

Pi n (r ,0,0)
,
Pi ( r ,0,0)

(4)

where Pi (r ,0,0) is the incident axial sound pressure amplitude at range r, for small-amplitude (linear) sound
propagation conditions. C in (r ) is a measure of axial nonlinear attenuation, where Cin (r )  1 for a finiteamplitude sound wave. C in (r ) depends on range, r, since the axial nonlinear attenuation increases with
increasing range, until the wave amplitude eventually becomes so small that further nonlinear attenuation
becomes negligible [14]. C in (r ) represents deviation from spherical spreading and absorption along the
acoustic axis, due to finite-amplitude effects. For a small-amplitude incident wave (linear sound
propagation), C in (r ) becomes independent of r, and reduces to 1.
Under these assumptions, and with target at position r  (r ,  ,  ) relative to coordinate system 1,
it can be shown that the backscattered sound pressure is given as [18]

Pbs  Pi , 0  Cin (r )  Bin ( r , , ) 

r0  ( 2 r  r )
e
  bs ,
r2
0

(5)

where Pbs is the backscattered free-field sound pressure amplitude in the fluid at the centre of the transducer
front, in absence of the transducer, Pi ,0 is the transmitted axial sound pressure amplitude at the axial
reference range r0 (e.g. 1 m) from the transducer under small-amplitude (linear) sound propagation
conditions, extrapolated spherically from the far field, and  bs is the backscattering cross section for the
target. In backscattering, r and r’ refer to the same distance, and have been set equal.
For reference, it is noted that Eq. (5) can equivalently be written on a logarithmic (dB) sonar
equation form, as [18]

 r '
ELn  SL  NAn  BPn  TL1  TS  TL2  20 log10  0   ˆr0 ' ,
 r1 

(6)
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where ELn  20 log10 ( Pbsrms Pref ) is the echo level level under conditions of finite amplitude (nonlinear)
incident wave, SL  20 log10 ( Pi ,rms
Pref ) is the source level, NAn  20 log10 C in ( r ) is the axial nonlinear
0
attenuation, BPn  20 log10 Bin (r , ,  ) is the beam pattern (expressed in dB) of the transmitted finite-amplitude
pressure field, TL1  20 log10 r r0   ˆ (r  r0 ) is the small-amplitude (linear) transmission loss for the wave
transmitted to the target, TS  10 log10 ( bs r12 ) is the target strength of the scattering object,
TL2  20 log10 r r0 '  ˆ ( r  r0 ' ) is the small-amplitude (linear) transmission loss for the wave backscattered
from the target, and ˆ  8.686 is the absorption coefficient expressed in dB/m. r1 is a reference length (e.g.
1 m), and r0 ' is a reference range from the target (e.g. 1 m). Pbsrms  Pbs 2 and Pi ,rms
2 are the
0  Pi , 0
effective (rms) sound pressures corresponding to the pressure amplitudes Pbs and Pi , 0 , respectively, and Pref
is a reference sound pressure (e.g. 1 Pa). The latter two terms in Eq. (6) are necessary since TL2 gives the
transmission loss for the backscattered wave over the range r  r0 ' and not r, and since absorption has not
been accounted for in TS.
Eq. (6) is the sonar equation for backscattering from a single target at arbitrary position in the
far field, under conditions of finite-amplitude incident wave. It represents an extension (generalization) of
the classical sonar equation for backscattering from a single target, from conditions of small-amplitude
(linear) wave propagation [21], to conditions of finite-amplitude (nonlinear) wave propagation [18].
The derivation of Eq. (5) has been made along the lines described by Clay and Medwin [21] for
plane wave incidence, small-signal (linear) sound propagation and neglection of absorption loss, with the
exception that here (a) finite amplitude of the incident wave is accounted for, (b) there is no assumption of
plane wave incidence, (c) the target can be located at arbitrary position in the far field of the transducer, and
(d) absorption has been accounted for [18].
From Eq. (5), by accounting for the transmitting and receiving responses of the transducer, it
can be shown [18] that the backscattering cross section for a single target located in the far field under
conditions of finite-amplitude incident sound, is given as

 bs 

16 2  WR  r 4  e 4r
,
WT  G T , n r , ,   G R  ,   2  FZ

(7)

where WT and WR are the electrical power under transmission and reception, respectively, r is the target range
relative to coordinate system no. 1, and   c0 f is the acoustic wavelength. It is here assumed that spherical
reciprocity applies in the relationship between the transmitting and receiving responses of the transducer.
The transducer intensity gain function for the finite-amplitude incident wave, GT , n r , ,   , the transducer
intensity gain function for reception of the backscattered wave, G R  ,   , and the electrical impedance factor,
FZ , have been defined as

G T , n r , ,     Di  Bin (r , , )  Cin (r ) ,

(8)

G R  ,     Di  Bi ( , ) ,

(9)

2

2

FZ 

4 RT RE
ZR  ZE

,

2

2

(10)

respectively, where  is the transducer’s electro-acoustic efficiency, RT is the real (resistance) part of the
transducer’s input electrical impedance when radiating into the fluid, ZT  RT  iX T , RE is the real
(resistance) part of the input electrical impedance of the receiving electrical network, Z E  RE  iX E ,
Z R  RR  iX R is the output electrical impedance of the transducer at reception, and

Di 

4

 B  , 
i

4

2

d

(11)
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is the directivity factor for a small-amplitude (linear) incident wave, where  is the solid angle and
d  sin  d d ,   0,4  . It has here been assumed that under conditions of small-amplitude (linear)
sound propagation, the transducer’s beam patterns at transmission and reception are equal.
Eq. (7) represents an extension (generalization) of the power budget equation for backscattering
from a single target, from conditions of small-amplitude (linear) wave propagation [16,17,14], to conditions
of finite-amplitude (nonlinear) sound propagation. For a small-amplitude (linear) incident wave, Eq. (7)
reduces to the corresponding expression for linear sound propagation [18], serving as a basis for the
conventional abundance estimation in fishery acoustics [16,17,14].

2.2. Multiple-target (volume) backscattering
Now, consider backscattering from a volume, V (cf. Fig. 2), containing a multitude of scattering targets of
different types, each type characterized with its own backscattering cross section, given by Eq. (7). It is
assumed [18] that (a) the volume backscattering coefficient can be calculated as a sum (including a volume
integration) over backscattering cross sections (i.e., intensities), and (b) excess attenuation due to volume
scattering in the volume V can be neglected. These are the same assumptions as those underlying the
derivation of the power budget equation used in conventional abundance estimation, for small-signal (linear)
sound propagation [14] (cf. also [22]).

Fig. 2. Sketch of the acoustic system for multi-target (volume) backscattering, with an electro-acoustic transducer operating as
transmitter and receiver of ultrasound, and backscattering from a spherical shell volume segment V, of thickness dr  12 c0 ,
containing a distribution of scattering objects (targets).

For a finite-amplitude incident wave it can be shown from Eq. (7) that under these assumptions,
the volume backscattering coefficient from a spherical shell of thickness 12 c0 , located in the far field, is
given as [18]

svn 

32 2  WR  r 2  e 4r
,
G0T ,n (r )  G0R  n ( r )  WT  2c0  FZ

(12)

Here,  is the duration of the acoustic signal insonifying the volume V. The equivalent two-way solid beam
angle for finite-amplitude incident wave is defined and given as
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1
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respectively, where

G0T , n r   GT , n r ,0,0     Di  Cin ( r ) ,

(14)

G0R  G R 0,0     Di ,

(15)
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are the axial transducer intensity gains for the finite-amplitude incident wave and the scattered wave,
respectively.
The assumptions mentioned above may need some comments. The volume integration (i.e.,
summation) of backscattering cross sections  bs (i.e., intensities) used to calculate the backscattering volume
coefficient, svn , as given by Eq. (12), implies that (i) the scatterers are homogeneously (uniformly)
distributed in V [22], (ii) the scatterers have random phases (i.e. random spacing) [22], and (iii) singlescattering is assumed, so that possible multiple-scattering effects are neglected [18]. The assumption of
homogeneous (uniform) distribution of scatterers in V can be questioned, cf. e.g. the situation illustrated in
Fig. 2. This assumption is however used also to derive the power budget equation forming the basis for
conventional abundance estimation, under the additional assumption of small-amplitude (linear) sound
propagation [22,16,17,14]. It is expected to be more representative for smaller volumes V, such as a small
volume thickness, 12 c0 , and a more narrow transducer beam. The neglection of excess attenuation due to
volume scattering in the volume V is expected to be a reasonable approximation when the thickness of the
volume V, 12 c0 , is very small relative to the distance from the transducer to V.
Eq. (12) represents an extension (generalization) of the power budget equation for
backscattering from a volume of targets, from conditions of small-amplitude (linear) sound propagation
[16,17,14], to conditions of finite-amplitude (nonlinear) sound propagation. For small-amplitude incident
wave, Eq. (12) reduces to the corresponding expression for linear sound propagation [18], used in
conventional abundance estimation in fishery acoustics [16,17,14] (cf. also [22], in which the “acoustic part”
of the above electro-acoustic power budget equation is derived, i.e., addressing only the sound propagation in
the water).

3. NONLINEARITY CORRECTION FACTOR FOR VOLUME BACKSCATTERING AND
ABUNDANCE ESTIMATION IN FISHERIES ACOUSTICS
In the following, the results presented in Section 2 are applied to fishery acoustics, to derive nonlinearity
correction factors for volume backscattering and abundance estimation, under conditions of finite amplitude
incident wave. It is assumed that in field operation, finite-amplitude effects are influent. Two calibration
scenarios are addressed: (A) without and (B) with finite amplitude effects (nonlinear attenuation) present
during on-ship calibration of the echosounder transducer, cf. Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

3.1. Case A: Echosounder calibration made under conditions of small-amplitude (linear) incident wave
First, consider the case for which finite amplitude (nonlinear) sound propagation effects are influent in field
operation, while on-ship echosounder calibration has been made under conditions of small-amplitude (linear)
sound propagation (here referred to as “Case A”). From Eqs. (7) and (12) a nonlinearity correction factor
can then be derived, given as [19]

 svn
 used
s
 v


G T 
  T ,n 0
,
n

 A G0 ( r )  (r )

(16)
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where subscript “A” is used to indicate “Case A”. Here,
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(17)

is the equivalent two-way solid beam angle for small-amplitude (linear) sound propagation (by some authors
referred to as the integrated beam width factor [22]), and

G T  ,     Di  Bi  ,   ,

(18)

G0T  G T 0,0     Di ,

(19)

2

are the transducer intensity gain function and the axial transducer intensity gain for small-amplitude (linear)
sound propagation, respectively. For numerical calculations, alternative and equivalent expressions may be
more convenient, such as [19]
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where Pi (r , ,  ) is the incident sound pressure amplitude at small-amplitude (linear) sound propagation
conditions.

3.2. Case B: Echosounder calibration made under conditions of finite amplitude incident wave
Next, consider the case for which finite amplitude (nonlinear) sound propagation effects are influent in field
operation as well as during on-ship echosounder calibration (here referred to as “Case B”). From Eqs. (7)
and (12) a nonlinearity correction factor can be derived for this case, given as [19]

 svn
 used
s
 v


G T , n ( r ) 
  T0,n,cal cal n
,

 B G0 (r )  ( r )

(21)

where subscript “B” is used to indicate “Case B”. Here,
,n
rcal     Di  Cin,cal (rcal ) ,
G0T,cal
2

(22)

and

C in,cal (rcal ) 

Pi ,ncal (rcal ,0,0)
Pi (rcal ,0,0)

(23)

is the axial finite-amplitude factor evaluated at the calibration range, rcal , for the electrical power level used
during calibration, WT , cal . Pi ,ncal (rcal ,0,0) is the incident finite-amplitude axial sound pressure amplitude for the
electrical power level used during calibration, and Pi (rcal ,0,0) is the incident axial sound pressure amplitude
for small-amplitude (linear) sound propagation conditions, both evaluated on the acoustic axis at the
calibration range, rcal .
For numerical calculations, alternative and equivalent expressions may be more convenient,
such as [19]
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In case of small-amplitude (linear) sound propagation conditions during calibration, one has C in,cal (rcal )  1
,n
and thus G0T,cal
rcal   G0T , and Eqs. (21) and (24) reduce to Eqs. (16) and (20), resprectively. The expressions
given for Case B are thus consistent with and include Case A, as a special case.

4. DISCUSSION
Eqs. (16) and (11) correspond to the ad hoc expressions proposed and used in [14] to correct for finite
amplitude (nonlinear) sound propagation effects in the Case A scenario. Similarly, Eqs. (21) and (24)
corresponds to the ad hoc expressions proposed and used in [14] to correct for finite amplitude (nonlinear)
sound propagation effects in the Case B scenario. Examples of calculation results for the nonlinearity
correction factors svn svused A and svn svused B based on these expressions are given in [14], using the Bergen
Code numerical solution [23] of the Khokhlov-Zabolotsksaya-Kuznetsov (KZK) nonlinear parabolic
equation [20]. Since a main objective of the present work is to provide a theoretical basis for the expressions
on which these calculations are based, the calculations themselves are not repeated here.
Correction for finite amplitude effects on fish stock and zooplankton abundance measurements
in the sea may be made as follows. Assume the volume backscattering coefficient, here denoted svused , has
been calculated from measurements in the sea according to conventional methods, using the small-amplitude
(linear) theory for volume backscattering as given e.g. in [16,17,14] (cf. also [22]). The corrected volume
backscattering coefficient (i.e., corrected for errors due to finite amplitude effects) is then calculated by
multiplying svused with svn svused A in the case A scenario, or with svn svused B in the case B scenario.
Calculation of svn svused A or svn svused B to enable correction for finite amplitude sound
propagation effects according to this method, requires use of a simulation model capable to describe such
finite amplitude effects, such as e.g. the Bergen Code [23]. Parameters involved in such calculations are
described and discussed in [14].

5. CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper, errors in acoustic fish abundance estimation caused by finite amplitude (nonlinear)
sound propagation effects are investigated theoretically, in order to achieve a theoretical fundament for
numerical calculation and correction of such errors [14], as well as a quantitative understanding of the errors.
The finite amplitude effects and errors of the type discussed here are due to properties of the propagation
fluid medium (in this case, sea water), and apply to sonars and echosounders in general, irrespective of
manufacturer.
A sonar equation for finite amplitude sound propagation has been derived, for backscattering
from a single target located in the far field. Based on this equation, power budget equations for finite
amplitude sound propagation have been derived, for backscattering from single and multiple targets in the far
field. Expressions are given for the backscattering cross section (single target backscattering) and the
volume backscattering coefficient (multiple target backscattering) for finite amplitude incident wave, in
terms of the transmitted and received electrical powers measured at the transducer electrical port, properties
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of the transmitted and scattered sound fields, properties of the fluid medium, and electrical impedances at
transmission and reception. These equations extend, and may replace, the conventional sonar and power
budget equations for small-amplitude (linear) sound backscattering, used in underwater acoustics, fishery
acoustics, etc. For small-amplitude (linear) incident wave, the sonar and power budget equations for finite
amplitude sound propagation reduce to the conventional expressions for linear sound propagation known
from the literature.
The results presented are considered to be valid under relatively general and relevant conditions
of scattering from single and multiple targets located in the far field, subject to finite amplitude incident
waves. Assumptions made include: (a) the electronics and the electro-acoustic transducer behave linearly at
transmission and reception (linear responses), (b) the scattering objects are located at arbitrary positions in
the far field of the homogeneous medium (where far field refers to small-amplitude (linear) sound
propagation conditions), (c) spherical reciprocity applies in the relationship between the transmitting and
receiving responses of the transducer, (d) for the backscattered waves, the amplitudes are so small that finite
amplitude effects can be neglected, (e) the volume backscattering coefficient can be calculated as a sum
(volume integration) of backscattering cross sections, (f) several types of scatterers may be present, each
with its own backscattering cross section, (g) the scatterers are homogeneously (uniformly) distributed in V,
with (h) random phases (i.e., random spacing), (i) possible multiple-scattering effects are neglected, (j)
excess attenuation due to volume scattering is neglected, and (k) under conditions of small-amplitude (linear)
sound propagation the transducer’s beam patterns at transmission and reception are equal. The assumptions
(a) - (k) are the same as those used to derive the power budget equation used in conventional acoustic fish
abundance estimation, for small-amplitude (linear) sound propagation [16,17,14] (cf. also [22]).
By applying these power budget equations to fishery acoustics, nonlinearity correction factors
for finite amplitude sound propagation effects (nonlinear attenuation) in abundance estimation of marine
resources have been derived. Two calibration scenarios are addressed: without (Case A) and with (Case B)
finite amplitude effects present during on-ship calibration of the echosounder transducer using e.g. an elastic
sphere. The theory thus accounts for finite amplitude effects in field operation as well as possible finite
amplitude effects experienced during echosounder calibration.
The nonlinearity correction factor is relevant in abundance estimation methods employing
frequencies in the range of 100 kHz and above (and possibly below, depending on power level), such as e.g.
species determination and zooplankton acoustics. The factor may be used to correct measured volume
backscattering coefficients used in abundance estimation, for cases in which the employed echosounder
power levels are so high that finite amplitude sound propagation effects are influent [14]. Besides of
possible applications in current and future surveys subject to such conditions, the factor may be used to
correct historical data originating from earlier surveys subject to such conditions, provided sufficient
information on operational echosounder parameters are known. The nonlinearity correction factor may also
be used to establish updated and possibly improved recommendations for echosounder operating power
levels in abundance estimation, relative to earlier proposed levels [9].
The expressions given here correspond to the ad hoc expressions proposed and used in [14] to
correct for finite amplitude (nonlinear) sound propagation effects in fish stock abundance estimation. Thus,
a theoretical fundament for these previously proposed ad hoc nonlinearity correction factors in fisheries
acoustics has been established.
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